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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper, we present a system for real-time forecasting of lake circulation at Trout Lake Station 
in Upper Wisconsin. Our system uses near-real-time meteorological data to drive a lake circulation 
model. Near-real-time ADCP data will be used to validate the model. As one part of a 
cyberinfrastructure lake project, this paper presents the broad system design crossing different 
related organizations: Device management and data acquisition from Trout Lake Station, data 
storage in the Center for Limnology, circulation modeling in Environmental Fluid Mechanics 
Laboratory, and the system portal in Grid Computing Research Laboratory of SUNY Binghamton. 
We also present the concept and implementation of hindcasting and nowcasting. The application of 
this system shows that this work is an effective collaboration across many different fields. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
An effective, on-demand lake circulation modeling H.Yuan and C.Wu, (2004), C.Wu and H.Yuan, 
(2004a) and H.Yuan and C.Wu, (2004b) system requires expertise in a broad range of areas, 
including hydrology research, industrial engineering, and computer science. It requires effective 
integration of instrument management, data streams management, circulation modeling, and high 
performance computing. In this paper, we describe a system for real-time forecasting of lake 
circulation at Trout Lake Station in Upper Wisconsin Trout lake station (2000-2006). Our system 
uses near-real-time meteorological data to drive a non-hydrostatic, lake circulation model and is 
physically widely distributed among four currently participating institutions. Instruments are 
managed at Trout Lake by Trout Lake Station, raw data is transmitted to a stable data storage system 
at CFL where it is archived, modeling is performed upon request at SUNY Binghamton, and 
meanwhile visualization is presented on the web pages hosted on SUNY Binghamton. We believe 
that this system is implemented as a flexible solution, serving as an example of cyberinfrastructure 
research as applied to hydrology.  
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2. OVERVIEW 
 
In terms of hardware, as shown in Figure 1, the system is geographically distributed among four 
organizations: Trout Lake Station (TLS) of University of Wisconsin Madison, Center for Limnology 
(CFL) of University of Wisconsin Madison Center for limnology (2000-2006), Environmental Fluid 
Mechanics Laboratory (EFM) at University of Wisconsin Madison Environmental fluid mechanics 
program,(2004), and Grid Computing Research Laboratory (GCRL) at SUNY-Binghamton Grid 
computing research laboratory. TLS is located close to the Trout Lake, so it is responsible for the 
instrumentation, which consists of acoustic doppler current profilers (ADCP) within the lake, and 
also does the sampling on the water temperature and current velocity. The raw data is sent to CFL 
for data storage. CFL is the center to store the metadata, and it also structures the data information 
into a database of the Oracle database management system. After data is stored, the lake circulation 
modeling program, which is developed at EFM, is applied. The quality-controlled source data from 
CFL's database and storage systems are retrieved. Modeling results are then animated and compared 
against ADCP data for validation. The animation pictures finally get populated into the system's 
portal and visualizations are available at the client's browser. Besides showing the animations from 
the modeling results, the web portal also has the interface to generate lake circulation hindcasting 
requests. 
 
 
Figure 1 System architecture 
 
 In the software aspect, as shown in Figure 2, which is a system flow graph, we designed the 
on-demand lake circulation modeling system as three subsystems, one is the hindcasting subsystem, 
the second one is nowcasting, and the third is forecasting. Currently, we are done with the 
hindcasting and nowcasting, while the forecasting is still in the model simulation tests. As Figure 2 
shows, all the subsystems share one common background workflow, which is from data retrieval, to 
actual modeling, then to animation generation, and finally reaches the comparison stage. Thus, from 
the software consideration on the implementation of the cyberinfrastructure concept on lake project, 
this system works as a conjunction between the theory and the actual real world observations. 
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Figure 2 System software workflow structure 
 
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
3.1 TLS devices deployment and data acquisition 
 
1) Instrumented buoys and locations: In our deployment, we connected the devices to the 
instrument buoys as shown in Figure 3. Beneath the buoys in the water there are ADCP device, 
thermistor chain and dissolve oxygen sensor. The NPort5210T serial device server, which is 
used for Serial-to-Ethernet conversion, connects the ADCP device to an Ethernet radio. It as 
well as the Ethernet radio are placed on top of the buoy to have communication and data 
transmission with another Ethernet radio on the lake shore.  
 
     
   
       Figure 3 One example of the                      Figure 4 Deployment map of TroutLake 
deployment of the instruments buoy 
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As Figure 4 shows, currently we have two buoys deployed on the Trout Lake, one is an ADCP 
buoy which is closer to the south shore of the lake and the ADCP device is placed here, the other 
is Russ buoy which is closer to the middle of the main lake, and the dissolved oxygen sensor is 
placed under this buoy. 
 
2) ADCP device driver and management: Data is acquired from the ADCP device via a Linux 
computer which communicates to the ADCP device through a Freewave radio. The ADCP is 
controlled via its serial port. Based on the hardware command specification ''WorkHorse 
Commands and Output Data Format'' Workhorse commands and output data format-workhorse 
technical manual, we devised two Linux-based communication tools on the TLS ADCP server 
computer. One is named ''rdi_com'' which is a terminal-like communication tool. This tool has 
proven to be very useful when need to do detailed configuration tests on the ADCP device. The 
other is name ''rdi_collect'', which uploads a given command script to the ADCP device and 
acquires the resulting data back from it. When the system is in the actual production state, the 
''rdi_collect'' is continuously running in the background. An example of a script is shown as 
follows: 
 
#Load into RAM 
CR1 #the factor default command set stored 
CL0 #in ROM to ensure software breaks work. 
#WorkHorse output data in binary format 
CF11110 #and automatic ensemble cycling. 
EA0 #Heading Alignment 
EB0 #Heading Bias 
ED0 #Depth of Transducer 
ES0 #Salinity 
EX11111 #Use Earth coordinates. 
#Ensure that the tilt and heading sensors 
EZ1111111 #are active. 
WA50 #False Target Threshold Maximum 
WB0 #Mode 1 Bandwidth Control using wide 
#Tells the ADCP to collect velocity, 
#correlation magnitude, echo intensity, 
WD111100000 #and percent-good. 
WF30 #Blank after transmit. 
WN24 
WP55 
WS50 
WV75 
#The minimum interval between data 
#collection cycles is 30 seconds. 
TE00:00:30.00 
#Sets the time between pings to 0.50 second. 
TP00:00.50 
#Stores present parameters to non-volatile 
CK #memory. 
CS #Starts the data collection cycle. 
 
The script is uploaded by first sending a software break to the serial port of the ADCP. When the 
confirmation is received, we then read the script line-by-line and send the commands one-by-
one to the ADCP. For each command sent to the ADCP, we confirm with its echo from the 
ADCP device and do the next line command transmission. After the “CS” command 
transmission is done, the following data we get from the ADCP is the actual sampling data. 
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According to the command and data format manual, we separate each measurement's packet 
when we find the 0x7F7F as the header. At the end of each packet, we verified the checksum to 
ensure this packet is correctly received. 
3) TLS data acquisition server: As described in the last subsection, the continuous ADCP data sent 
back to the linux server is separated into each measurement cycle's binary ensemble packet. 
Associated with each ensemble, we have the measurement timestamp information. Since TLS 
does not actually manage data, we copy the data to CFL, and simultaneuously insert a metadata 
record into the Oracle database in CFL servers. Also, we use the timestamp information as part 
of the file name for the ensemble packet, so that the packet could be simply transferred to the 
CFL file systems with the correct timestamp on its name. Therefore, the metadata in the CFL's 
Oracle database will automatically have one-to-one name matching with the binary ensemble 
files. 
  
In software we implemented, we had already added the sampling time information as the 
ensemble's file name, so to get data into the CFL's database and file servers, we just continuously 
run a program. This program reads the available ensemble files within some preset time interval, 
parses the file name, constructs a remote insertion SQL statement, and then updates the database. 
Meanwhile to actually transmit the data file, we use the secure copy protocol (SCP) in this program. 
SCP is commonly used in transmitting files between UNIX systems. 
 
3.2 CFL data storage 
Currently, all observation data is archived at the CFL. Its main function in the lake circulation 
modeling system is to do a stable data storage and the data retrieval for the raw data previously 
transferred from the TLS. The results are stored into multiple relational database tables in the Oracle 
server. 
 As shown in Figure 5, there is a central Oracle database with regular backup Oracle backup 
and recovery. When an ensemble data packet comes from TLS, a record will first be inserted into 
the main metadata table of this database. The structure of the metadata table is as Table 1: 
 
Table 1 Structure of the Metadata. 
 
Name Type 
YEAR4 NUMBER(4) 
SAMPLEDATE DATE 
DAYNUM NUMBER(3) 
HOURMIN NUMBER(4) 
SECONDS NUMBER(9,5) 
FILEPATH VARCHAR2(150) 
 
The timestamp information on the ensemble packet’s sampling time is stored in the fields 
named “YEAR4”, “SAMPLEDATE”, “DAYNUM”, “HOURMIN”, and “SECONDS”. These fields 
together form a metadata record for a specific ensemble packet so that the modeling process can 
retrieve the needed data from Table 1. 
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Figure 5 CFL data storage mechanism 
 
 The actual binary ensemble file corresponding to the metadata will be transmitted to one of the 
file servers in CFL Solaris mc file system framework (1996). Upon finishing the file transmission, 
the binary ensemble file location will get updated in the table's corresponding record in the 
“FILEPATH” field. Any requests to get the binary file must first search metadata table of the Oracle 
database to retrieve the file location. 
 
3.3 EFM mathematic modeling on the lake circulation 
Details in H.Yuan and C.Wu, (2004), C.Wu and H.Yuan, (2004a) and H.Yuan and C.Wu, (2004b), 
features of the 3D lake circulation model include a non-hydrostatic pressure capability and a partial-
cell finite volume treatment to delineate lake bathymetry. The heat budget between water and air 
and a turbulence model based on two equation turbulence closures are also incorporated into the 
model. A conservative 3rd order upwind scheme is used to discretized the advection terms. The 
boundary condition, atmospheric influence on the water surface is taken into account and the bottom 
friction is used at the bottom layer. 
 The EFM's modeling code on the above model currently is written in FORTRAN 
M.LOUKIDES, (1990) and HP, (1989). It currently is a sequential code, and is computationally 
intensive. Scaling to higher grid resolutions will eventually be limited by performance, and so 
parallelizing the code is under consideration. 
 
3.4 Visualization and modeling requests at the GCRL portal 
The portal is how the end-user submits and views modeling requests The concept of the portal. It 
has graphical web interface and works as a top-level access point to the people who wish to use this 
system for their research without knowing any of the internals. Thus, it needs to have at least two 
functions. One is to provide understandable results. The other is to allow requests to be input into 
the modeling computation mechanism, and also coordinate the requests so that they will not 
interfere. 
 The system is divided into three subsystems, hind-, now-, and fore-casting. Our current 
implementation only includes hind- and now-casting. 
 For hindcasting, the main purpose is to compute circulation using historical data. Though the 
driving inputs, such as the wind speed, may be available, there is usually no measured circulation 
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data. We also wish to see whether one circulation model is suitable for short term or long term 
simulation. So, the basic design of hindcasting is to input a range of modeling times which is in the 
past for which the corresponding data is already available. After the system obtains the time range, 
modeling will be done within the time range and the animation results will be generated according 
to the modeling results. This process is shown on Figure 6 which is a three-hour lake circulation 
simulation. Note that the hindcasting is just run once for each request, and it will generate multiple 
animation pictures corresponding to each hour within the time range. Finally, as described before in 
the system's workflow, the modeling results also will be compared to the real observation data 
which is stored in the CFL storage system, and comparison results will then be shown on the web 
page so that field experts will know how the accuracy of the model is and do further model 
improvement research. 
 
             
 
Figure 6 Hindcasting procedure                           Figure 7 Nowcasting procedure 
 
 As shown in Figure 7, the nowcasting implementation shares the same data retrieval, modeling, 
and animation generating process as the hindcasting. However, the difference is that nowcasting 
does not need the input of the simulation time range, since the whole process runs continuously once 
an hour. On each iteration, an hour's simulation images will be generated. And for the visualization 
on the website, we show the animation of the last several hours, and the number of hours currently 
set in our system is 24 hours. So for nowcasting there is no request file, and the model runs on a 
once-per-hour interval. 
 Shown in Figure 8, our current hindcasting system's requests resolving and visualization 
works as the following steps: 
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Figure 8 modeling requests resolving flow 
 
1) Client web browser initiates a hindcasting Modeling & Animation (M&A) Request; 
2) Server side will generate a request file corresponding to this request (this project using Java 
Server Pages) Java server pages technology, putting it into a request directory, which functions 
as a request queue. A request record is then inserted into a local MySQL database server, which 
serves as a modeling computation tracking system. The newly generated request's status is 
initially set to “pending”. 
The request information is actually encoded into the name of the request file itself. For example, 
“200609020200-200609020800.txt” is a request file, requesting a hindcast from “September 2nd, 
2006, 2:00 am” to “September 2nd, 2006, 8:00 am”. 
As to the MySQL database, The structure of the request table is as Table 2: 
  
Table 2 Structure of the request table. 
 
Name Type 
content varchar(50) 
status varchar(10) 
requesttime varchar(50) 
 
In this table, the “content” is the path with file name of the request file. The “status” is the 
request service status. It has three possible values: “pending”, “finished”, and “error”. After a 
request is generated and while it is still not complete, the “status” field has the value of 
“pending”. When request is serviced and all the animation pictures are available to show on the 
webpage, the “status” field is updated to be “finish”. And, during the request service period, if 
there is some errors such that the specific request cannot be fulfilled, the “status” field will be 
changed to “error”. The “requesttime” field has the time when the request was generated. This 
request table is the key interface between the web portal and the modeling process, and how they 
communicate with each other.  
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Upon submitting a hindcasting request the server will proceed to a page which will snoop the 
“status” field in the request table on this request. The changes on the status field then will make 
the webpage get informed as to whether to show animation, to show error response, or just 
continue waiting for the animation results. 
3) Client side browser will wait on the webpage described above for M&A finish; 
4) On server side, a daemon process called “checkrequest” will check if the request directory has 
requests. If has, the request will be processed by the application server (a logical sever here), this 
include the data staging from the remote database at CFL which stores all the scientific data 
collected, then running the Modeling process, and finally render the output animation files; 
In this step, the “status” in the request table will get updated if some error occurs, which will 
stop the modeling and animation generation abnormally, or when the modeling and animation 
generation processes are successfully completed. 
In order to finally show the animation pictures on the web portal, we also have an animation 
table which is updated once an animation picture corresponding to a request is generated. The 
structure of the animation table is as Table 3: 
 
Table 3 Structure of the animation table. 
 
Name Type 
type varchar(10) 
path varchar(255) 
time datetime 
request varchar(50) 
 
In this table, “type” is the type of the animation picture. We currently animate results from three 
different levels in the lake: at the lake surface, in the middle of the lake, and at the bottom of the 
lake. The animation results are classified, according to this “type” field, and the animation 
shown then would be of that specific type. The “path” is the generated animation picture's file 
location on the web server. The “time” is the generation time of the animation picture. Each 
animation picture has its corresponding request, also we have just have one table to store all the 
animation pictures, so the “request” field is equal to the “content” of the request table, it will let 
the web portal get the correct pictures of a specific request. 
5) The client browser on the snooping webpage will find its request had been fulfilled, and 
proceeds to the animation display page. 
 
The above are the details for the hindcasting subsystem. For nowcasting, we create a nowcasting 
database in MySQL for it. Modeling and animation generation are run continuously, so the 
difference is there is no request table or related fields in the nowcasting database. The animation 
table has no “request”' field and will be updated when animation pictures are generated. The web 
portal will show the latest 24 pictures of each type from Table 3. 
As an example of our implementation, we captured some animation pages as show in Figure 9 
and some validation comparison figures as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 9 Screen snapshot of the animation webpages 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Comparison results 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we described our experience in developing a lake circulation modeling system for a 
cyberinfrastructure lake project. It effectively connects multiple related organizations distributed 
across a geographically-wide area. It integrates instrument management, data acquisition, data 
storage, data flow management, workflow design, and also the system's web interactions and 
visualizations. In doing so, with the development of this system, we presented a type of wide-area, 
inter-disciplinary collaborative system. 
 The current challenges faced by the lake circulation modeling is to employ the system's 
distributed nature to speed up the modeling computations, so that it will be more scalable for future 
usage. We are currently planning use parallel computation model to solve such problem. 
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